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Abstract: The precise detection of diseases is crucial for the effective treatment of pear trees and to 

improve their fruit yield and quality. Currently, recognizing plant diseases in complex backgrounds 

remains a significant challenge. Therefore, a lightweight CCG-YOLOv5n model was designed to 

efficiently recognize pear leaf diseases in complex backgrounds. The CCG-YOLOv5n model inte-

grates a CA attention mechanism, CARAFE up-sampling operator, and GSConv into YOLOv5n. It 

was trained and validated using a self-constructed dataset of pear leaf diseases. The model size and 

FLOPs are only 3.49 M and 3.8 G, respectively. The mAP@0.5 is 92.4%, and the FPS is up to 129. 

Compared to other lightweight models, the experimental results demonstrate that the CCG-

YOLOv5n achieves higher average detection accuracy and faster detection speed with a smaller 

computation and model size. In addition, the robustness comparison test indicates that the CCG-

YOLOv5n model has strong robustness under various lighting and weather conditions, including 

frontlight, backlight, sidelight, tree shade, and rain. This study proposed a CCG-YOLOv5n model 

for accurately detecting pear leaf diseases in complex backgrounds. The model is suitable for use 

on mobile terminals or devices. 
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1. Introduction 

Pear leaf diseases significantly reduce fruit quality and yield [1]. Accurate detection 

is crucial for effective treatment of leaf diseases. However, detecting leaf diseases can be 

time-consuming, labor-intensive, and prone to inaccuracy when using the naked eye [2]. 

Fortunately, with the development of computer technology, image recognition technol-

ogy has shown potential for the efficient detection of plant diseases [3]. High flexibility 

and real-time automatic identification are required to accurately detect leaf diseases in 

complex and variable growth environments [4]. However, the diagnostic process is often 

interfered with complex background information, resulting in poor model performance 

[5]. Therefore, automatic detection of leaf diseases remains a challenge in complex natural 

scenes. 

In recent decades, researchers have tried to improve the image recognition capacity 

for plant disease detection by combining image processing technology with machine 

learning algorithms [6-10]. For example, Zhang et al. [11] extracted apple disease features 

using a genetic algorithm and correlation-based feature selection after basic image pro-

cessing with the HIS, YUV, and grayscale models, and then identified apple diseases using 
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an SVM classifier with an accuracy rate of more than 90%. Almadhor et al. [7] extracted 

diverse and informative feature vectors with the color (RGB, HSV) histogram and texture 

(LBP) feature, and then identified four guava diseases by using the advanced machine. 

However, this technology has been limited by artificially designed features, such as un-

stable extraction and susceptibility to complex natural backgrounds [10,12,13]. Recently, 

deep learning algorithms, such as the two-stage detection model and one-stage detection 

model, have been widely used in the field of plant disease diagnosis, providing a faster 

and more accurate detection algorithm. The two-stage detection model extracts features 

from generated candidate boxes, and then classifies and regresses the object, while the 

one-stage detection model directly classifies and regresses the object. For example, Bari et 

al. [14] improved a Faster R-CNN model (a two-stage detection model) for detecting three 

rice leaf diseases, with an average detection accuracy of 98.7% under a single background. 

Xue et al. [15] proposed an improved GC-Cascade R-CNN model (a two-stage detection 

model) to effectively detect four types of pear diseases with an accuracy rate of 89.4% and 

an FPS of 5 under a single background. Roy et al. [16] improved a YOLOv4 model (a one-

stage detection model) to detect four types of tomato diseases, with an accuracy rate of 

89.4% and an FPS of 70.19 under complex backgrounds. Li et al. [17] constructed an MTC-

YOLOV5n model (a one-stage detection model) to detect three types of pumpkin diseases 

under complex backgrounds, with an average detection accuracy of 84.9% and an FPS of 

143. Many experiments have shown that the one-stage detection model has slightly lower 

detection accuracy, but its detection speed is faster than that of the two-stage detection 

model [18-23]. Therefore, the one-stage detection model has more advantages for plant 

disease detection applied in actual agricultural production and mobile terminals. 

Attention mechanisms imitate the finding of salient areas in complex scenes by hu-

man visual behavior [24]. This can strengthen the ability of an object detection algorithm 

by focusing on a specific area in the image, thus improving object location and identifica-

tion in complex environments [25]. For example, Qi et al. [26] embedded SE attention 

mechanisms into YOLOv5 to detect tomato disease in the natural background. Zhang et 

al. [27] introduced ECA attention and hard-wish activation functions in YOLOX to detect 

five cotton diseases in natural backgrounds. Song et al. [28] embedded a CBAM attention 

mechanism into a YOLOv3 network to detect maize leaf blight infestation in a field scene. 

De Moraes et al. [29] integrated a CBAM attention mechanism into a YOLOv7 network to 

detect nine papaya fruit diseases, with an accuracy rate of 86.2% under the complex back-

grounds. However, although the above models can effectively alleviate the interference of 

the natural background by providing channel or spatial information, they neglect model 

size and cannot acquire long-range dependency information. Coordinate attention mech-

anisms have made a breakthrough in classification performance by improving the extrac-

tion of global information [30]. Therefore, these attention mechanisms can provide a new 

perspective on extracting pear leaf diseases from complex backgrounds. 

This study aimed to build a lightweight model of disease detection for detecting pear 

leaf disease lesions in complex natural backgrounds. The CCG-YOLOv5n integrates a CA 

attention mechanism, CARAFE up-sampling operator, and GSConv convolution module 

into YOLOv5n, realizing rapid detection of pear leaf diseases. This model can provide a 

technological basis for diagnosing pear leaf diseases applied to mobile terminals and sub-

sequent disease control. 

2. Materials and Methods 

2.1. Dataset Construction 

2.1.1. Data Collection 

The image dataset contains 3408 images, including mosaic, black rot, leaf spot, rust, 

and anthrax (Figure 1). All images were taken with a native smartphone camera from June 

to September in a pear orchard in Chenggong District, Kunming City. The images were 

taken from downlight, backlight, and sidelight angles under cloudy, sunny, and rainy 
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conditions. All images were clipped to a uniform size (640 × 640 pixels) and were catego-

rized and labeled according to the leaf disease type (Table 1). 

 

Figure 1. Five types of common pear leaf diseases: (a) mosaic; (b) black rot; (c) leaf spot; (d) rust; (e) 

anthrax. 

Table 1. Dataset of five pear leaf diseases. 

Leaf Disease Type 
Original Dataset 

(Training Dataset/Test Dataset) 

Enhanced Dataset 

(Training Dataset/Test Dataset) 

Rust 634 (511/123) 2167 (2044/123) 

Anthrax 679 (546/133) 2317 (2184/133) 

Black rot 543 (439/104) 1860 (1756/104) 

Leaf spot 675 (543/132) 2604 (2172/132) 

Mosaic 877 (704/173) 2989 (2816/173) 

Total 3408 (2743/665) 11,637 (10,972/665) 

2.1.2. Image Enhancement   

To enrich dataset diversity and avoid overfitting, image enhancement adopts one or 

more of the following methods: Gaussian noise, brightness adjustment, mirroring, rotat-

ing, and shelter (Figure 2). After image enhancement, the total number of images in the 

original training dataset increased from 2743 to 10,972, while the test dataset remained 

invariant (Table 1). 

 

Figure 2. Partial example of image data enhancement of pear leaf disease: (a) original image, (b–f) 

once enhanced image, (g–o) twice enhanced image, (p–u) three times enhanced image, (v,w) four 

times enhanced image, (x) five times enhanced image. The black square indicates the shelter area. 
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2.2. Detection Algorithm of Pear Leaf Disease 

2.2.1. Baseline Model Selection 

In actual plant disease detection, lightweight models work well in mobile terminals 

or devices. For this reason, we selected the YOLOv5n, YOLOv6n, YOLOv7-ting, and 

YOLOv8n from the YOLOv5, YOLOv6, YOLOv7, and YOLOv8 series, respectively. After 

training on the pear leaf disease dataset, the four selected models were evaluated using 

the matching test dataset. Table 2 displays the four models with similar accuracy 

(mAP@0.5: 87.6–88.6%) but with obviously different FLOPs and model sizes. Among 

them, the YOLOv5n has the smallest model size (3.74 M) and FLOPs (4.1 G). Conse-

quently, YOLOv5n can serve as a baseline model for pear leaf disease detection. 

Table 2. Test results for four lightweight models on the pear leaf disease dataset. 

Model Model Size (MB) FLOPs (G) mAP@0.5 (%) 

YOLOv6n 8.27 11.8 87.6 

YOLOv7-ting 11.70 13.2 87.7 

YOLOv8n 5.94 8.1 88.1 

YOLOv5n 3.74 4.1 88.6 

The YOLOv5n network architecture comprises four main modules: input, backbone 

network, neck network, and head (Figure 3). The input module performs preprocessing 

tasks, such as mosaic data augmentation, adaptive anchor box calculation, adaptive image 

scaling, etc. The backbone network module extracts object features using CBS 

(Conv+BachNorm+SiLU), C3, and SPPF. The neck network module enhances these fea-

tures using a path aggregation network (PANet). The head module decodes the feature 

maps to output the classification and location of the detected objects. 

 

Figure 3. The network architecture of the YOLOv5n algorithm. 

2.2.2. Improvement of the YOLOv5n Model 

To improve the detection of pear leaf diseases, an improved YOLOv5n model (CCG-

YOLOv5n model) is proposed by integrating the YOLOv5n algorithm with CA (Figure 4). 

The specific procedures are as follows: 

(1) Creating the C3CA module. At the 4th and 6th layers of the backbone network, the 

C3CA module is created by integrating the CA into the BottleNeck of the C3 module 

(Figure 5). This module can enhance the valuable feature information within the net-

work and improve the feature extraction of pear leaf features to reduce interference 

with background information. 
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(2) Adding the up-sampling operator. The CARAFE up-sampling operator is integrated 

into the neck layer. This operation can expand the receptive field to better capture 

target information and improve target accuracy. 

(3) Replacing Conv with GSConv. The Conv is replaced by GSConv in the neck network 

layer. This process can strengthen feature fusion, improve image representation, and 

reduce the parameters and computational cost. 

 

Figure 4. Network architecture of the CCG-YOLOv5n model. 

 

Figure 5. Architecture of C3CA module formation. 

1. Coordinate attention (CA) mechanism 

To improve the object recognition accuracy of pear leaf disease in natural environ-

ments, CA is integrated with the YOLOv5n network. CA is a lightweight attention 
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mechanism that can strengthen object features and weaken the interference of background 

information [31]. A long-range dependency or coded channel can be used with the loca-

tion information. The integration operation involves two steps: global information em-

bedding and coordinate attention generation (Figure 5). 

(1) Embedding global information 

To capture inter-channel relations and location information using CA, the original 

global pooling operation is decomposed and transformed into two one-dimensional fea-

tures using the encoding operations described in Equation (1). 

1 1

1
( , )

H W

c c

i j

z x i j
H W = =

=


   (1) 

where zc is the global pooling operation related to the cth channel and 𝑥𝑐(𝑖, 𝑗) is a compo-

nent of the input X. 

The input feature maps, which have a shape of C × H × W, are pooled channel by 

channel using pooling kernels of dimensions (H, 1) and (1, W) in the X and Y directions, 

respectively. The pooled input feature maps produce a feature map with C × H × 1 and C 

× 1 × W shapes. Therefore, the outputs z
h 

c (h) and z
w 

c (h) of the cth channel can be expressed 

as follows: 

0

1
( ) ( , )h

c c

i w

z h x h i
W  

=   (2) 

0

1
( ) ( , )w

c c

i H

z w x j w
H  

=   (3) 

The above two transformations aggregate the features in two spatial directions. This 

output enables the attention module to accurately capture and store location information 

from one spatial direction to another, thereby improving the network’s ability to precisely 

locate the target object. 

(2) Coordinate Attention Generation 

Attention is generated by using the globally represented features in Equation (1). The 

corresponding results, spliced by Equations (2) and (3), were transformed by a convolu-

tional algorithm to generate the feature map. 

1( [ , ])h wf F z z=  (4) 

where F is the tensor that is divided into two separate tensors (fh and fw) along the spatial 

dimension. After upgrading the dimension using a 1 × 1 convolution, the separate tensors 

combine with the sigmoid activation function to obtain the final attention vectors gh and 

gw: 

( ( ))h h

hg F f=  (5) 

( ( ))w w

wg F f=  (6) 

Finally, the attention mechanism module outputs the attention weights 𝑤𝑐(𝑖, 𝑗) by 

expanding the gh and gw, as shown in Equation (7). 

( , ) ( , ) ( ) ( )h w

c c c cw i j x i j g i g j=    (7) 

2. CARAFE up-sampling operator 

The YOLOv5n model uses the nearest-neighbor interpolation operator to interpolate 

the original pixels. This operator has a simple algorithm and a small calculation cost. 

However, it only determines the up-sampling kernel using the spatial positions of pixels, 

without utilizing the semantic information of the feature map. As a result, the perceptual 

range is limited, and semantic information is inadequately captured. In addition, noise 

can weaken the representation ability of objects during interpolation. To improve the 
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YOLOv5n up-sampling algorithm, we propose a lightweight CARAFE up-sampling mod-

ule. 

The CARAFE up-sampling technique can dynamically generate adaptive kernels us-

ing only a small number of parameters. It can expand the receptive field, remain light-

weight, and optimize the utilization of surrounding information [32]. The CARAFE up-

sampling module comprises a prediction module and a content-aware module (Figure 6). 

The specific computation processes are as follows: 

(1) Channel compression. To reduce the parameter number and computing cost for sub-

sequent steps, the feature map is compressed from H × W × C to H × W × Cm, where 

Cm represents the number of compression channels and is set to 64. 

(2) Content encoding and up-sampling kernel prediction. The up-sampling kernel (size: 

σH × σW × kup2) is obtained and predicted by using a Kencoder × Kencoder convolutional layer. 

Here, kup and Kencoder are set to 5 and 3, respectively. 

(3) Up-sampling normalization. The above predicted up-sampling kernel is normalized 

by the Softmax function. 

(4) Content-aware feature reorganization. The convolution operation is performed by 

combining the predicted up-sampling kernel mentioned above with the input fea-

tures. 

 

Figure 6. CARAFE calculation flowchart. 

3. GSConv module 

Disease detection requires a smaller model size and higher algorithm processing 

speed using edge devices. Deep convolution can reduce the number of parameters and 

the computational complexity of the model, but it is only a single-channel convolution. 

For this reason, deep convolution cannot change the number of channels during operation 

and lacks feature fusion. To solve this problem of lack of feature fusion, the GSConv mod-

ule was proposed by Li et al. (2022) [33]. The GSConv module mainly includes a Conv 

module, a DWConv module, a Concat module, and a Shuffle module (Figure 7). The con-

struction steps of the GSConv module are as follows: 

(1) The input feature map with a channel number of C1 has been processed by standard 

convolution and depth-separable convolution (DSC) to produce two types of feature 

maps with a channel number of C2/2. 

(2) These two feature maps are concatenated to obtain and output an object feature map 

with a channel number of C2. 
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(3) The channel with a number of C2 is uniformly shuffled to strengthen the feature fu-

sion and improve the representability of the image feature. 

In this work, the GSConv module is integrated into the neck module of YOLOv5 to 

minimize semantic information loss caused by spatial compression. 

 

Figure 7. GSConv architecture. 

2.3. Equipment Environment 

The model was trained and tested using the PyTorch 1.13.0 deep learning framework 

on a Windows 11 system. The hardware devices included a 12th generation Intel(R) 

Core(TM) i7-12700k@3.6GHz processor, 64 GB of memory, from Intel Corporation, Santa 

Clara, California, USA, and an NVIDIA GeForce RTX3090 graphics card with 24 GB of 

video memory from NVIDIA, Santa Clara, California, USA. The software included Cuda 

11.6, cudnn 8.6.0, and python 3.9.13. 

The training parameters of the model are shown in Table 3. In the process of training, 

the initial learning rate was set to 0.01, and the learning rate was decreased by the cosine 

annealing strategy. Additionally, the neural network parameters were optimized using 

the stochastic gradient descent (SGD) method. Here, the momentum value and weight 

decay index score were set to 0.937 and 0.0005, respectively. The image batch size was 32, 

the training epoch was 250, and the input image resolution was 640 × 640 pixels. 

Table 3. Parameter setting for training procedures. 

Parameter Value Parameter Value 

Batch size  32 Initial learning rate 0.01 

Epochs 250 Momentum 0.937 

Input size 640 × 640 Weight decay 0.0005 

Optimizer SGD   

2.4. Model Evaluation 

Considering the requirements of pear disease detection in natural environments, 

models are evaluated by the model size, average precision (AP), mean average precision 

(mAP), floating point operations (FLOPs), and frames per second (FPS). 

Model size is the required space for model storage, depending on the parameter 

number. Smaller model sizes are more convenient to embed in a mobile terminal. 

AP is defined as the area surrounded by the precision–recall (P-R) curve, with recall 

as the x-axis and accuracy as the y-axis, expressed by Equation (8). 
1

0
( )AP P R dR=   (8) 
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TP
P

TP FP
=

+
 (9) 

TP
R

TP FN
=

+
 (10) 

where precision (P) and recall (R) are defined by Equations (9) and (10), respectively. TP, 

FP, and FN are the numbers that represent the target being detected correctly, incorrectly, 

and missed, respectively. 

The mAP is the value when the IoU is set to 0.5. The calculation process is shown in 

Equation (11). 

1mAP

C

ii
AP

C

==


 (11) 

FLOPs represent the number of floating-point multiplication and addition operations 

in the model. The lower the FLOPs, the less computation and execution time the model 

requires. 

Given the real-time detection speed in the application scenario, FPS represents the 

number of pictures processed per second. 

3. Results and Discussion 

3.1. Performance Comparison of the Attention Mechanisms 

To effectively evaluate four self-constructed attention mechanism modules 

(C3CBAM, C3ECA, C3SE, and C3CA), performance comparison experiments were con-

ducted based on a dataset of pear leaf disease. In the baseline model, the model size, 

FlOPs, and mAP@0.5 were 3.74 MB, 4.1 G, and 88.6%, respectively (Table 4). Compared 

with the baseline model, the values of the other four models dropped by 2.94–3.74% in 

model size, fell by 7.32% in FlOPs, and increased by 0.5–1.2% in mAP@0.5, respectively 

(Table 4). The findings indicate that the four self-constructed attention mechanism mod-

ules can effectively reduce the model size and calculation cost, as well as enhance the av-

erage accuracy of the model, and the C3CA has the highest average detection accuracy. 

The SE and ECA modules only focus on the channel of the feature maps but ignore 

the spatial features. The CBAM module improves the SE module and can simultaneously 

obtain channel information and spatial features. However, the CA attention module com-

prehensively considers the spatial information, the channel features, and the long-term 

dependence. This module reduces natural interference, which can help to collect more 

accurate location information. Therefore, the CA attention mechanism is more appropri-

ate for this study. 

Table 4. Performance comparison of four attention mechanism modules. 

Attention Mechanism Model Size (MB) FLOPs (G) mAP@0.5 (%) 

Base (YOLOv5n) 3.74 4.1 88.6 

C3CBAM 3.63 3.8 89.1 

C3ECA 3.61 3.8 89.1 

C3SE 3.60 3.8 89.3 

C3CA 3.60 3.8 89.8 

3.2. Ablation Experiments 

Ablation experiments were conducted to assess the impact of the improved models, 

which take YOLOv5n as the baseline model and gradually add the CA attention mecha-

nism, CARAFE up-sampling operator, and GSConv convolution module. The baseline 

model was improved by adding the C3CA, CAREFE, or GSConv modules. After improve-

ment, the base model (YOLOv5n) included configurations with a single module 

(YOLOv5n_1, YOLOv5n_2, and YOLOv5n_3), two modules (YOLOv5n_4 and 
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YOLOv5n_5), and a three-module model (CCG-YOLOv5n) (Table 5). Compared to 

YOLOv5n, mAP@0.5 in YOLOv5n_1 and YOLOv5n_3 increased by 1.2% and 0.7%, respec-

tively. Their model size fell by 2.9% and 5.6%, while FLOPS decreased by 7.3% and 2.5%, 

respectively. This indicates that adding the C3CA module or GSConv module can im-

prove model recognition accuracy while reducing the model size and number of parame-

ters. However, mAP@0.5 in YOLOv5n_2 increased by 1.1%, and its model size and FLOPS 

increased by 2.9% and 2.4%, respectively. The mAP@0.5 in YOLOv5n_4, YOLOv5n_5, and 

YOLOv5n_6 increased by 2.9%, 1.4%, and 1.6%, respectively. In addition, mAP@0.5 in the 

CCG-YOLOv5n model increased by 3.8% and was up to 92.4%; while the model size and 

FLOPs decreased by 6.7% to 3.49M and 7.3% to 3.8G, respectively. The results illustrate 

that adding modules can improve detection accuracy by algorithm superposition. CCG-

YOLOv5n exhibits the best comprehensive detective performance in detective accuracy, 

model size, and FLOPs. Therefore, CCG-YOLOv5n can be an optimal model for detecting 

pear leaf diseases. 

Table 5. Results of the ablation experiments. 

Model C3CA CAREFE GSConv 
Model Size 

(MB) 

FLOPs 

(G) 

mAP@0.5 

(%) 

Base (YOLOv5n)    3.74 4.1 88.6 

YOLOv5n_1 √   3.63 3.8 89.8 

YOLOv5n_2  √  3.85 4.2 89.7 

YOLOv5n_3   √ 3.53 4.0 89.3 

YOLOv5n_4 √ √  3.69 3.9 91.5 

YOLOv5n_5 √  √ 3.43 3.7 90.0 

YOLOv5n_6  √ √ 3.59 4.1 90.2 

CCG-YOLOv5n √ √ √ 3.49 3.8 92.4 

Notes: √ indicates the use of the module. 

3.3. Performance Comparison of Different Mainstream Algorithms 

To validate the superiority of the CCG-YOLOv5n model, a series of models were 

tested on our self-constructed dataset for pear leaf disease shown in Table 6. Throughout 

the training process, we ensured consistency in the model parameters. Subsequently, 

these models were evaluated using an independent test dataset. The CCG-YOLOv5n 

model exhibited the highest mAP@0.5 (92.4%) and FPS (129), and the lowest model size 

(3.49 M) and FLOPs (3.8 G). Compared with the other five models, the CCG-YOLOv5n 

model increased by 3.4% to 9.7% in mAP@0.5 and reduced by 1.21 MB to 85.34 MB in 

model size. This result indicates that the CCG-YOLOv5n model has a higher average ac-

curacy and is better suited for pear leaf disease detection on mobile terminals or mobile 

devices. 

Table 6. Performance comparison of different detection algorithms. 

Methods Model Size (MB) FLOPs (G) mAP@0.5 (%) FPS 

YOLOv3-ting 33.16 13.0 82.7 122 

YOLOv4-ting 22.40  6.8 83.3 125 

MTC-YOLOv5n [17] 4.70 6.1 87.1 124 

YOLOv5s 13.70 15.8 89.0 120  

GC-Cascade R-CNN [15] 88.83 312.4 88.5 7 

CCG-YOLOv5n 3.49 3.8 92.4 129 

Figure 8 reveals the distinction between the confusion matrix of CCG-YOLOv5n and 

the other five mainstream single-stage detection models. Except for the CCG-YOLOV5n 

model, the other models exhibit slight inter-class misclassification. For example, Figure 

8a–f show a little anthracnose black spot that is misrecognized as a black spot. Figure 

8a,b,e show some rust and brown spots that are misidentified as anthracnose. Due to the 
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fact that leaf lesions (especially at the edge) are similar to their environmental background, 

the leaf disease is easily misrecognized. The main reasons for misrecognition are the sim-

ilar color attributes of leaf diseases, and incomplete feature extraction lacking long-range 

information dependency. The last row of the matrix represents undetected diseases. Com-

pared to the other five detection models, the CCG-YOLOv5n model has the lowest mis-

recognition ratio, the lightest color, and the highest recognition rate, which is 0.99, 0.89, 

0.85, 0.94, and 0.91 for mosaic, black spot, leaf spot, rust, and anthrax, respectively. It is 

concluded that the CCG-YOLOv5n model can accurately identify pear leaf diseases de-

spite the interference of natural backgrounds. 

 

Figure 8. Confusion matrix of different mainstream algorithms. (a) YOLOv3-ting; (b) YOLOv4-ting; 

(c) MTC-YOLOv5n; (d) YOLOv5s; (e) GC-Cascade R-CNN; (f) CCG-YOLOv5n. The inner A–F of the 

confusion matrix denote mosaic, black rot, leaf spot, rust, anthrax, and background, respectively. 

Figure 9 shows the test results of leaf disease detection for the CCG-YOLOv5n model 

and the other five mainstream one-step detection models. Compared with the other five 

detection models, the CCG-YOLOv5n model improves the detection accuracy for more 

effective detection of leaf disease (especially at the leaf edge and image edge) in complex 

environments. The CCG-YOLOv5n model has a higher detection accuracy for mosaic de-

tection. It can reduce the false and missed detection of anthracnose, as well as the missed 

detection of spot rot and rust. In addition, the CCG-YOLOv5n model can identify the 

black spots and reduce the missed detection of early small black diseases. This result val-

idates the earlier confusion matrix test. 
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Figure 9. Detection results of different models on the test images. The first to sixth rows show the 

detection results of YOLOv3-ting, YOLOv4-ting, MTC-YOLOv5n, YOLOv5s, GC-Cascade R-CNN, 

and CCG-YOLOv5n, respectively. The first to fifth columns are pear leaf diseased leaves of mosaic, 
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anthrax, rust, leaf spot, and black rot, respectively. The red circle and red arrow represent the miss-

ing and false detections, respectively. 

3.4. Robustness Comparison 

The detection of pear leaf diseases is affected by the various noises in the interference 

environment, such as shooting angles (i.e., frontlight, backlight, and sidelight), tree shade, 

rainfall, etc. This required that the algorithm have strong robustness to ensure detection 

accuracy with the inference of natural external environments. To compare the detection 

performance between YOLOv5n and CCG-YOLOV5n under the five interference environ-

ments, we analyzed the random test results of the five leaf diseases shown in Figure 10. 

Compared with the baseline model YOLOv5n, the CCG-YOLOv5n model has a higher 

detection accuracy and a lower false and missing detection ratio under frontlight, back-

light, sidelight, tree shade, and rainy conditions. The YOLOv5n cannot detect the small 

scab lesions due to front light interference, as the scab lesions are confused by intense 

light. The YOLOv5n is affected by the side light and misidentifies small light spots as 

brown lesion spots. The YOLOv5n model misses a lesion location in the leaf margin that 

is interfered with by shadow due to insufficient feature information and ambient noise. 

In brief, the YOLOv5n model exists for false and missing detection of pear leaf dis-

ease as a result of insufficient feature information extraction of the convolutional network 

interfering with a complex background. To solve this issue, the CCG-YOLOv5n model 

integrates a CA module into the backbone, and GARAFE and GSConv modules into the 

neck layer, respectively. The integration of the CA module attenuates the background 

noise while focusing on important plaque features by reusing the feature information of 

the network. Meanwhile, the integration of the CARAFE module expands the receptive 

field and improves the ability to detect objects to better capture object information. In ad-

dition, the replacement of GSConv improves the extraction capacity and reduces the 

model size and computational cost. Therefore, the improved CCG-YOLOv5n strengthens 

the robustness of the algorithm and is more suitable for pear leaf disease detection in nat-

ural environments. 

 

Figure 10. Comparison of algorithm robustness: (a) downlight; (b) backlight; (c) sidelight; (d) tree 

shade; (e) rain. The first row and the second row represent robustness test images for the baseline 

model YOLOv5n and the improved model CCG-YOLOV5n, respectively. The red circle and red 

arrow represent the missing and false detection, respectively. 
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4. Conclusions 

This study proposes a lightweight model (CCG-YOLOv5n) for recognizing pear leaf 

diseases in complex backgrounds. The CCG-YOLOv5n model exhibits a greater ad-

vantage in model size (3.49 M), FLOPS (3.8 G), mAP@0.5 (92.4%), and FPS (129). This 

model obviously improves the detection of pear leaf diseases under complex conditions. 

It shows strong robustness under the conditions of frontlight, backlight, sidelight, tree 

shade, and rain. This proposed model possesses lightweight features with a low hardware 

equipment requirement, faster detection speed, and higher accuracy. It is suited for pear 

leaf disease detection under cloudy, sunny, and rainy conditions. This model lays the 

foundation for the detection of pear tree leaf diseases in actual natural scenes. However, 

it is limited in detecting leaf diseases across different weather conditions and growth cy-

cles due to the dataset constraints. Further research should consider expanding the model 

to include more plant diseases and different weather conditions, while also enhancing the 

sensitivity and automation of multi-target disease recognition. 
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